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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new method to compose physically-

based character controllers in low dimensional latent space. Source con-

trollers are created by gradually updating the task parameter such as the

external force applied to the body. During the optimization, instead of

only saving the optimal controllers, we also keep a large number of non-

optimal controllers. These controllers provide knowledge about the stable

area in the controller space, and are then used as samples to construct a

low dimensional manifold that represents stable controllers. During run-

time, we interpolate controllers in the low dimensional space and create

stable controllers to cope with the irregular external forces. Our method

is best to be applied for real-time applications such as computer games.
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1 Introduction

Recently, physical-based character simulation is attracting attention of game
producers mostly because the simulated characters can react to a changing envi-
ronment. The wide variety of simulated motions makes the game characters lively
and increases the attractiveness of the games. State-of-the-art techniques have
shown that optimized dynamic controllers are robust against external perturba-
tions in different environments [21], which makes them particularly suitable for
interactive systems such as fighting games. However, in case the perturbations
are unpredictable, adjusting or synthesizing controllers during run-time becomes
very challenging.

In this paper, we propose a method to synthesize new robust controllers
using pre-computed controllers. We choose a finite state machine based con-
troller as a fundamental framework due to its robustness and easiness to design
[23]. Although some researches linearly interpolate each parameter of controllers
[22], the non-linear relationship among the controllers tends to cause instabil-
ity in the resultant motion. Therefore, we prepare samples of stable controllers
through optimization and construct a non-linear low dimensional manifold using
landmark Isomap[3]. To effectively construct the control manifold, we adapt a
large number of sub-optimal controllers found during the optimization process.
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Since these controllers give supplementary knowledge about the distribution of
stable controllers, the manifold faithfully represents the stable region in the high
dimensional space. During run-time, we interpolate optimal controllers in the
low dimensional latent space with reference to the observed environment. Linear
interpolation in the reduced space becomes a non-linear interpolation in the full
control space, and hence produces robust controller interpolations.

We show that our system can produce stable controllers for characters per-
turbed by different external forces. Since the simulated characters can cope with
arbitrary perturbations during run-time, our system is particularly suitable for
situations where the external force is unpredictable, such as when several char-
acters collaboratively push one object together.

2 Related Works

Dynamics Character Control: Designing a physically-based controller for
character animation is difficult and non-trivial, as joint torques, instead of the
joint angles, need to be specified. To ease the controller designing process,
researchers propose to track captured motions [10, 14] or manually designed
keyframes [2, 23], or use abstract models such as the inverted pendulum [7, 12, 17]
to reduce the number of control variables. We apply keyframe based tracking
because of its easiness of designing and implementation. Our idea to collect dif-
ferent controllers and composing a manifold for non-linear interpolation is also
applicable for pre-designed abstract models, which may also require parameter
tuning for handling unpredictable external perturbation.
Controller Optimization: The controller space is highly non-linear and non-
differentiable. Traditional optimization techniques like gradient descent method
can easily get caught in local minima [22]. On the contrary, as covariance ma-
trix adaptation (CMA) does not assume a smooth space [5], it is particularly
suitable for optimizing physically-based controllers [19, 21]. Since it is difficult
to directly construct a controller for a drastically different environment, contin-
uous optimization is proposed for gradually adjusting the environment during
the optimization process [18, 22]. In this paper, we also apply CMA under the
continuous optimization framework.
Dimensionality Reduction: Non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques
have been widely applied for character control [4, 13]. We apply a method called
landmark Isomap [3], which can discover the intrinsic dimensions of a given data
set, and is much more computationally efficient than other methods such as
Gaussian Process Latent Variable Models [9] and Isomap [16].
Run-time Synthesizing of Controllers: To deal with run-time changes in
the environment and the conditions of the character, run-time controller opti-
mization is proposed [8, 11]. Because optimization is computationally costly, it
is suggested to precompute a set of controllers and apply run-time interpolation
[22]. Since interpolating controllers in the irregular controller space often intro-
duces instability, we propose to interpolate the controllers in a reduced space
constructed from samples of stable controllers.
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3 The Proposed Framework

The overview of our system is shown in Figure 1. Our objective is to train a series
of controllers that can handle a task (such as walking against external perturba-
tion) with different task values (such as the amount of the perturbation). Given
an initial controller, our system applies continuous optimization to train a set of
controllers that can cope with an incremental task parameter (the green area).
The optimal controller for the current task value is used as the initial controller
in the next iteration. CMA is used to optimize a controller with respect to the
next task value (the red area). Each optimization step generates a covariance
matrix and a number of controllers, which are applied in the next optimization
step until the optimal controller is found. During each optimization step, rea-
sonably good controllers that can keep walking without losing balance for 20
steps are stored in a database (the blue area). After the optimization is finished,
landmark Isomap is applied to analyze the controllers and create a latent space
of stable controllers, which is used for interpolation during run-time.

Fig. 1. We implement CMA under the continuous optimization framework. Based on
the collected controller samples, we apply landmark Isomap to compute the latent
space for run-time controller interpolation.

3.1 Model and Controller

Our character model has 14 joints. The hip and shoulder joints are modelled as
two dimensional universal joints, while the rest are modelled as one dimensional
hinge joints. In total, our model has 18 degrees of freedom. The total body size
and weight are set 160cm and 70kg, respectively, and the segment size and weight
are set by referring to [1].

We implemented a physics-based gait controller similar to [23]. Four keyframes
are used to simulate a walking motion. The target joint angles and proportional
/ derivative gains for each keyframe are provided by the controller. The system
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transits from one keyframe to another with reference to a set of predefined du-
rations. During optimization, we optimize the joint angles and the proportional
gains for all keyframes. The derivative gains are set 10% of the proportional
gains. The target joint angles and gain parameters are set constant for the arms
in our experiments.

3.2 Continuous Optimization

In this section, we explain how we apply continuous optimization [22] to create
a series of controllers with respect to different task parameters.

The idea of continuous optimization is to iteratively optimize the controller
and increase the task parameter value. The system starts with a given initial
controller. In each iteration, the task parameter is incremented, making the
controller unstable. The system then optimizes the controller until an optimal
one is found. Such a controller will be considered as the initial controller in the
next iteration with an updated task value.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of continuous optimization. The task here is
to walk in the presence of an external pushing force. Let us assume the controller
contains two control parameters only, which are represented by axes. Each point
in the graph thus represents a controller. The grey area indicates the space
that the controller is unstable and the white area indicates where is stable. The
optimization starts with a manually designed controller x0. We apply 5N of
pushing force to the character and carry out the optimization until the optimal
controller x1 is found. Using x1 as a starting point, we apply 10N of force and
carry out another iteration of optimization, which returns a stable controller x4.
Further increasing the force results in a stable controller x6.

Fig. 2. Using continuous optimization, the optimization engine takes intermediate steps
to create the final controller. The colored regions visualize the sampling areas calculated
by covariance matrix adaptation.
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Continuous optimization has two major advantages. First, since the optimal
controller is used in the next iteration as the initial controller, the optimiza-
tion engine explores area around the previously stable controller. This helps to
maintain the similarity among the set of resultant controllers. Second, since the
task parameter is updated incrementally, the optimization system is less likely
to get trapped in local optimal solution. For example, in Figure 2, if we opti-
mize a 15N controller directly from the initial controller x0, there will be a high
chance that the optimization gets caught at the local optimal solution indicated
by the red cross. However, because the task parameter is updated incrementally,
we indirectly guide the optimization process step by step and avoid the local
optimal.

3.3 Covariance Matrix Adaptation

In this section, we explain the covariance matrix adaptation (CMA) method [5]
that we used to optimize the controllers with respect to a given task parameter.

The main concept of CMA is to repeatedly sample and evaluate a set of
controllers based on a covariance matrix and a reference controller. In contrast
to stochastic search, the covariance matrix is used to reflect the intrinsic corre-
lation between control parameters during sampling. In each optimization step,
the reference controller is replaced by the best controller found in the previous
step, while the covariance matrix is updated based on a set of good controllers.

The details of CMA are explained below. In each optimization step, Ω con-
trollers are sampled with normal distribution:

x = xref + σN(0, C) (1)

where xref is the reference controller, σ is the standard derivation, and N(0, C)
is a zero mean multivariate normal distribution with the covariance matrix C. σ
controls the step size of each optimization step and is set to 0.003 in our system.
The samples are then evaluated using the objective function described in Section
3.4.

Based on the evaluation of the sample controllers, the system updates the
covariance matrix C and the reference controller xref . Considering the best λ of
the samples, the new covariance matrix is calculated by

C ′ =
1

λ

λ
∑

i=1

(xi − xref )(xi − xref )
T (2)

where xi represents a set containing the best λ samples, and we set λ = Ω×25%.
The new reference controller is replaced by the sample with the highest score,
xbest:

x′

ref = xbest (3)

Note that in the original CMA implementation, x′

ref is updated as a weighted
sum of the best λ samples. However, this implementation performs sub-optimally
in our system because it implies interpolation in the irregular controller space.
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The ellipses around the controller from x0 to x5 in Figure 2 represent their
respective sampling areas. The initial covariance matrix at x0 is set as uniform
sampling in all dimensions. Then, the covariance matrix evolves based on the
best samples. As a result, the sampling area deforms to fit in the stable area of
the controller space, and hence optimization becomes more effective in the later
steps.

Rank µ Update Here, we explain how to speed up the CMA using one of it
variant called rank µ update [6].

In theory, we can speed up the optimization by using fewer samples (i.e.
smaller Ω). In practice, a small number of samples usually results in an unreliable
covariance matrix. This is because the samples drawn are less likely to cover a
large area in the controller space.

Rank µ update is an algorithm to estimate the covariance matrix under a
system with small number of samples. Apart from considering the samples in
the previous step (Equation 2), we calculate the covariance matrix with respect
to the matrices used in all the past steps:

C ′ =
1

S

(

S−1
∑

s=1

Cs +
1

λ

λ
∑

i=1

(xi − xref )(xi − xref )
T

)

(4)

where Cs denotes the covariance matrix used at step s, S represent the total
number of steps, and the rest of the parameters are defined as Equation 2. By this
way, the matrix is updated with respect to all previous steps, thus eliminating
the risk of an unreliable covariance matrix.

Noise Induction Physical systems are usually noisy due to the randomness in
contact points and control torque error, and hence the controller measurement
fluctuates across simulations. For example, when the foot of the character touches
the floor, a small error at the ankle orientation will result in a change in the center
of pressure, and hence affect the overall balance of the character hugely.

To evaluate the controllers accurately, we simulate multiple trials and eval-
uate the average fitness for each of them. In each trial, we introduce a small
adjustment on the initial posture and a small amount of control torque error
to simulate the noise [21]. The final evaluation considering all the trials is more
representative. Empirically, we found that 100 trials give a good balance between
evaluation accuracy and computational cost.

3.4 Objective Function

In this section, we explain the objective function we used to evaluate the fitness
of the controllers. Apart from traditional terms that consider stability, motion
style and energy [20], we add an extra term to minimize the change in controlling
parameters across optimization steps. The objective function is defined as a
weighted sum of the following terms.
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Controller Difference We minimize the difference between the initial con-
troller and the current controller described in Section 3.2. This ensures that
the two controllers are close in the controller space, and hence results in stable
control when we synthesize new controllers by interpolating them.

Edifference = −
∑

i

|xi
initial

− xi|

i ∈ {angles, gains}

(5)

where xi
initial

and xi represent the ith controller parameter of the initial and the
current controller, respectively. The control parameter consists of target angles
and gains for all keyframes.

Stability Stability is defined by the duration a character can walk without
falling. We maximize the mean duration of walking from a number of simulations,
and minimize their variance:

Estability mean = mean(T )

Estability variance = −variance(T )
(6)

where T is the time the character can walk. The maximum cut-off duration is
set 20 seconds, which means that we terminate the simulation there assuming
the gait is sufficient stable.

Motion Style To construct a locomotion controller that produces walking mo-
tion similar to humans, we compare the simulated cycle with the captured human
data:

Estyle = −mean(P − Pc)−mean(d− dc)−mean(Θ −Θc) (7)

where P is the position of the joints, d is the distance the body have travelled,
and Θ is the orientation of the body around the vertical axis in the simulated
motion, and Pc, dc, Θc are the corresponding values in the captured motion.

Gain To avoid high gains that results in stiff movements, we also minimize the
gain during optimization:

Egain = −
∑

i

xi

i ∈ {gains}

(8)

where xi represent the ith gain value.

3.5 Landmark Isomap

In this section, we first give a brief explanation about the classical Isomap and
the enhanced landmark Isomap. Then, we explain how we implement landmark
Isomap in our system, and discuss different parameters that affect the result.
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Isomap [16] is a well-known non-linear dimensionality reduction method. It
uses local metric information to learn the underlying global geometry of a data
set. More specifically, it creates a connectivity map for the dataset using K
nearest neighbors. Each sample is represented by a node in the map, and each
pair of neighbors is connected with an edge. Based on the local distance, Isomap
computes a distance matrix containing the shortest distance between any two
nodes using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Finally, multidimensional scaling (MDS) [24]
is applied to calculate the eigenvectors of the distance matrix, hence reducing
its dimensions.

Landmark Isomap [3] is a speed-up version of Isomap. The two bottlenecks
of the classical Isomap are the computation of the distance matrix by Dijkstra’s
algorithm (O(KN2 logN)) and apply MDS on it (O(N3)), where N is the num-
ber of samples and K is the neighbor size. Landmark Isomap speeds up the
system by designating n of the data points to be landmark points, in which
n < N . Pairwise distances are only computed between landmark and other sam-
ples (O(KnN logN)). Due to the use of a smaller distance matrix, MDS is a lot
faster (O(n2N)).

In our system, we collect all the stable controller samples which were com-
puted during the CMA optimization to compute the low dimensional latent
space. Sampling only the optimal controllers will fail to create a representative
low dimensional space, since the controllers are relatively sparse in the high di-
mensional space. Instead, we sample the controllers that have a good score in
every optimization step. With the large number of good controllers, the com-
puted low dimensional manifold will cover a large area of stable region.

For landmark Isomap, we need to designate samples to be landmarks. Ideally,
the landmark should be distributed evenly among the samples, such that the
error of the distance matrix is minimized. In our system, we randomly assigned
20% of the samples in each optimization step as landmarks. Since samples within
each optimization step are similar to each other, this approach ensures that each
sample is close to at least one landmark.

One important issue is the selection of the value K of the K nearest neighbor
algorithm used for constructing the connectivity map. This heavily affects the
quality of the final result. Large K can result in “short-circuit errors”, which
means non-similar samples getting classified as neighbors. Small K can result in
too many disconnected maps. We set K to be the average number of samples
selected in each optimization step, as the samples within one step are usually
similar.

Run-time Controller Interpolation During run-time, we interpolate the
controllers in the low dimensional space. We first observe the task parameter
during run-time, and select the two optimal controllers for the task value imme-
diately below and above the observed value. Then, we linearly interpolate the two
controllers in the low dimensional space, and inversely project the interpolated
controller into the high dimensional space for character control.
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Linear interpolation along the low dimensional manifold theoretically results
in a more stable controller than that produced by interpolation in the full space,
because the former is a constructed from samples of stable controllers.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we describe our experiments using a pushing controller. We use
Open Dynamics Engine [15] for the simulator.

We apply continuous optimization to create a set of controllers that can
counteract force continuously applied at the torso from the front and the back.
The optimization starts with no pushing force. Whenever an optimal controller
is found, we increase the force and apply the optimization again. We generate a
set of controllers that can cope with the force from 0N up to 130N with the step
size of 2N . We computed 66 optimal controllers and sampled 2822 sub-optimal
controllers. The whole process takes around 20 hours using an 8 core system
(Duo Intel Xeon W5590).

We computed a low dimensional manifold of stable controllers by applying
landmark Isomap to the collected samples. We set K of the K nearest neighbor
operation in Isomap to 10, which is the average number of samples in each
CMA optimization step. We determine the dimensionality of the latent space
using leave-one-out cross validation. In our pushing motion experiment, we find
that the reconstruction error does not increase significantly if the number of
dimension is 5 or more. Therefore, we set the reduced dimension to 5.

During run-time, we observe the force applied to the character, and interpo-
late the optimal controllers in the low dimensional manifold. Since the interpola-
tion and the forward dynamics simulation are fast, our system runs in real-time
even with a slow system (Intel Core 2 Duo P8600).

We experiment on the stability of the character by changing the amount
of external force applied during run-time (Figure 3). The system obtains the
controller to deal with the force by interpolation. We observe that when the
amount of pushing force increases, the character becomes stiffer and bend the
upper body against the direction of the force for counteracting it. We repeated
this experiment for 200 times with different variations of external forces, and
examined that the character could walk without falling for more than 98% of
the simulations.

We conduct experiments to simulate different number of characters pushing
a physical object (Figure 4). The dynamic friction of the object is set to 5% of
its velocity. We evaluate the force transfered from the object to the character
using force sensors provided by the Open Dynamics Engine, and update the
controller according to the value. When two or more characters are pushing the
object cooperatively, the external force turns irregular, because the force exerted
by one character indirectly affects those of the others. Still, our characters can
stably walk by our controller.
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Fig. 3. The character applies the appropriate interpolated controller to counteract
the pushing force. The red arrow represents the pushing force, while the green text
represents the force that the controller can cope with.

Fig. 4. Characters cooperatively push a large object. The green text represents the
force that the controller can cope with.
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5 Discussions

In this paper, we explained our method to automatically construct a low di-
mensional manifold for stable gait control from a rich set of samples obtained
during continuous CMA optimization. The low dimensional manifold represents
the stable area in the full controller space, and hence is capable of synthesizing
stable controllers in the high dimensional space.

Constructing a reliable low dimensional manifold provides an important tool
in dynamics control. Apart from controller interpolation shown in this paper,
it is possible to apply run-time optimization in the reduced space [8, 11]. Since
the dimensionality of the controller is greatly reduced, optimization can be done
much more effectively.

Recent research suggests incorporating inverse pendulum model as an ab-
stracted model of the body [17]. Our method provides a potentially better al-
ternative for controller abstraction, since inverse pendulum model is only valid
during single supporting stages, and its reliability depends on the posture of the
character model during gait motion. Our low dimensional representation does
not have these constraints.

Interaction among physically-controlled characters is a tough problem due
to the instability of the controllers. One of our future directions is to simulate
physical interactions among multiple characters.
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